2021 BY THE NUMBERS

- 235 Apps from 165 Institutions in 40 States
- 67 Awards Granted
- 51 Institutions Received Awards
- 26 States Received Awards

ODH & THE PANDEMIC

Through the agency-wide American Rescue Plan: Humanities Organizations program, NEH reviewers evaluated 937 applications. 292 institutions received awards across 54 states and territories.

ODH IN THE COMMUNITY

ODH conducted 29 virtual workshops in 2021.

1000+ people attended ODH virtual workshops.

ODH consulted with teams on 236 projects and provided feedback on 104 drafts.

69 digital humanists served as external peer reviewers for ODH programs.

ODH GRANT PROGRAMS

- Digital Humanities Advancement Grants
- Institutes for Advanced Topics in the Digital Humanities
- NEH/AHRC New Directions in Digital Scholarship
- NEH/Mellon Fellowships for Digital Publication
- Fellowships Open Book Program

Office of Digital Humanities

2021 Award Highlights

Digital Humanities Advancement Grants

Lynn Ramey and Roger Louis Martinez-Davila
Vanderbilt University
Immersive Global Middle Ages
Institute for Advanced Topics
HT-281157-21

Haitham Eid
Southern University and A&M College System
3 by 3: Modelling New Digital Leadership in Museums
HC-278111-21

Institutes for Advanced Topics in the Digital Humanities

Janine Marie Fitzgerald and Carolina Alonso
Fort Lewis College
Yo Soy Porque Tú Eres: recursos para el aprendizaje de Español en contexto
HAA-280976-21

Maryemma Graham and Marilyn Thomas-Houston
University of Kansas
Building Literacy and Curating (Critical Cultural)
Knowledge in Black Humanities: BLACK DH
HAA-281030-21

NEH/AHRC New Directions in Digital Scholarship

Jewon Woo
Rhizomatic Democracy in the 19th-Century Black Press of Ohio

Close and distance reading of newspapers to show the dynamic communal life of 19th-century black Ohioans.

Fellowships Open Book Program

NEH-Mellon Fellowships for Digital Publications
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